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 You can add a tag with: git tag 1.0.0 How do I use tags? The short version of the answer is that you can use git to move back and forth between branches with a very simple and flexible interface. To avoid polluting your work with unnecessary stuff like useless commit messages, you'll probably want to learn to be careful about using branches. You can set up multiple branches, or you can treat the
current branch as a "head" (or a pointer) that you can move around with the help of other "heads" (also pointers). You can also create a new branch using git checkout -- . If the commit you are checking out is the latest, you can just use git checkout to move your head to a new branch. The branch names are just labels for the branches you create. There's no need to use labels to identify the branches:

they will always be labeled in some way, but if you just use the branch names, git will find them for you. Branches are temporary "work-in-progress" states of your project. Your project can be in any of these states at any time. One of the main reasons for having branches is so that you can make one branch point to the current state of your project, and the other branch point to the state you want it to
be in. Let's say you are creating a new version of your project. You start by creating a branch called "new-version-0.1" for the current state of your project. Then, you decide to go ahead and get that version of your project ready. So you commit some changes, and then you switch to the "new-version-0.1" branch: git checkout -b new-version-0.1 The above command says, "start a new branch called

"new-version-0.1" on the "HEAD" of my project." Now you have a new branch "new-version-0.1", pointing to the commit you just made, in the state you just decided to be in. You can go ahead and work on that new version of your project, and, when you are happy with it, you can check out that new branch. git checkout new-version-0.1 You'll notice that you can now switch to the "new-version-0.1"
branch and work on that version of your project. If you run git branch to list all your branches, you'll see that there are two: 82157476af
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